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While having unmatched experience in all
aspects of traditional cleaning, including the
design and manufacture of the industry’s leading
tools, equipment, chemicals and consumables,
our team took up the challenge to begin again
from a clean sheet of paper. In looking at
customary technologies and practices, what was
fundamentally counter-productive, inefficient,
or downright dangerous? What sacrifices
were demanded in terms of economic costs,
environmental damages, or physical hazards?

Then we innovated new
solutions, including patented
breakthrough technologies,
state of the art monitoring and
control systems, value-added
consultative program design,
and intensive implementation,
training and support capabilities.

Finally we inspired our customers
and business associates with a
commitment and a partnership
vision that would make the
processes safer, cleaner, faster,
greener, and better for everyone!

i-team Global is a
disruptive force in
the industry. We are
not married to the
status quo, nor
to pre-packaged
‘answers’. Instead,
we are committed to
results for you, your
customers, your staff,
and for our shared
community.

Happy & healthy buildings

inquire
innovate
inspire

We began by inquiring.
In other words, we listened to
and studied actual customers
and their particular situations
to develop an understanding of
the solutions they required.
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Creating happy
& healthy
buildings that
are truly clean.
i-team Global is a unique organization dedicated to reinventing
the nature of professional cleaning. By challenging traditional
technologies and practices we create better solutions from
the ground up. i-team Global has redefined standards and
expectations of cleaning.

faster

cleaner

greener

safer

better

Space
We redefined the cleaning
space as 4D +1, including the
dimensions of floors, furniture,
walls & ceilings, and the air
within a facility. It is only by
addressing these interrelated
dimensions that a facility can be
made optimally clean.

Happy & healthy buildings

Redefining
the standard

Function
We redefined the cleaning
function as providing value
beyond the simple removal
of soil. Effective cleaning must
also be sustainable in nature,
create a safe environment for
building occupants and cleaning
staff, and actually protect
surfaces from recontamination.

Intensity
We redefined the cleaning
intensity as meaning more than
the elimination of superficial
soil where hygiene is critical.
It must reflect quantitatively
measureable decontamination
to the point of sanitation or
disinfection to ensure a healthy
environment, including the
prevention of cross contamination
and foodborne illness.

Process
We redefined the cleaning
process as requiring efficiency
in all senses. This means
replacing the usage of manual
effort, water and chemicals to
the greatest degree possible
while still achieving superior
results through mechanical/
sustainable energy.
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CLEANING SPACE

Every
dimension
counts
8

4D+1 cleaning
the REAL clean

4D+1 Cleaning: the REAL clean
#1D Floors #2D Furniture #3D Walls & ceiling #4D Air #+1 Data

Happy & healthy buildings
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Contamination is not localised, therefore cleaning must be done
everywhere to achieve a REAL clean result.

faster
faster

cleaner
cleaner

greener
greener

safer
safer

better
better

CLEANING FUNCTION & INTENSITY
CLEANING FUNCTION & INTENSITY

Key i-team
principles

faster
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cleaner
faster

greener
cleaner
faster safer
greener
cleaner
faster
better
safer
greener
cleaner better
safer
greener

better
safer

better

Faster

Cleaner

Greener

Safer

We offer machines that have
been designed with a keen eye
on reducing cleaning time for the
user by making them easy to use
and complimentary. For instance
our main product line is part of a
plug and play concept meaning
they share the same battery.
By combining processes and
products in a 4D cleaning strategy
we have managed to save a huge
amount of time for our customers.

We offer cleaning solutions that
are designed to create proven
cleaner and healthier living
spaces. We have ‘re-written the
rule book’ on what clean means
and how to get a space clean.
The i-team way of thinking has
opened up opportunities for our
customers in rethinking their
cleaning method and achieving
an optimal cleaning performance.

We embed sustainability into
the development of our products
to create shared value for our
business and society. We strive
to design our machines in such
a way that they use a very low
amount of water & chemicals,
reducing our water footprint and
the environmental impact. To
slow down the rate of disposal
and extend the life of our
products, we make sure all the
parts in our products are easily
replaced and upgraded.

We are committed to help ensure
a clean and safe environment for
your cleaning staff and customers.
From developing machines that
reduce slip and fall hazards in
areas with heavy foot traffic, to
preventing ergonomic injuries
for your cleaning staff, we at
i-team understand that
safety is imperative.

We know
what REAL
clean means.
safer

VERY LOW CHEMICAL &
WATER USAGE

better
Better
We want to change the experience
of cleaning, bringing energy,
pride and positive morale to
our customers. That’s why our
machines are all highly ergonomic
maneuverable and fun-to-operate
allowing total flexibility in
cleaning assignment.
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CLEAN TIGHT SPACES

CLEAN AIR MEANS A
HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT
& LESS CLEANING

360° ROTATION UNDER & AROUND OBSTACLES

CLEAN AROUND PEOPLE
NO SLIPPING HAZARD
DRY IN SECONDS

10.000 M2 FEET IN AN HOUR

CLEANING PROCESS

Reduce your
Total Cost Of Ownership
12

We see a breakdown in how the
cleaning world to this day still
operates.
• 70% is manual cleaning,
a simple mop, bucket and
microfiber cloths.
• 29% is mechanical cleaning.
• 1% is automated cleaning,
robots cleaning open spaces.
In general 70% to 80% of
current cleaning areas actually
consists of small or obstructed
spaces, which are not suitable
for automated cleaning.

The biggest costs – around
80% – of a cleaning organisation
is manpower. 6% goes to the
purchase of cleaning chemicals,
4% goes to the purchase of
mechanical cleaning machines
and 10% are overheads.
Switching to mechanical
solutions in these organisations
can result in budget advantages
up to 50 to 80%. We want to
create a shift in relieving the
manual equipment with
mechanical tooling, enhancing
and improving the overall
cleaning quality and lifecycle
of your equipment.

Reducing overheads and seeking
a transparent full lifecycle cost
of your machines is vital when
organizing and structuring your
cleaning. i-team offers machines
that have been designed with a
keen eye on how to properly
facilitate repairs, maintenance
and updates. Together with the
plug & play concept, the total
cost of ownership becomes clear
and instantly profitable. That
means less downtime, more
cleaning performance and easy
upgrades between different
filtration classes. By teaming up
processes and products in a

4D+1 cleaning strategy, we can
achieve significant savings for
our clients.

Our goal is to save at least
• 10% lifetime costs
• 50% to 80% of cleaning time
when switching from manual
cleaning to the i-mop XL and
• 20% to 50% when switching
from other mechanical
cleaning solutions to i-team
machines.

Machine

Machines amount x

Costs a year (€)

Max lifecycle costs
a month x months
i-mop XL

1000 x 300 x 12

3.600.000

i-vac 5B

1000 x 100 x 12

1.200.000

i-land L

1000 x 50 x 12

600.000

Total Costs

5.400.000

Time saved
(30% of the entire labour costs
based on using the same
employees for alternative jobs)

6.000.000

Machine investment

-5.400.000

Net saving

600.000

** In some countries the labour workforce is limited.

Happy & healthy buildings

Example
Labour costs of 1000 employees**
in cleaning is approximately:
€ 20.000 a year x 1000 =
€ 20.000.000.
By using our machines you can save
30% of cleaning time.
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CLEANING PROCESS
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The four variable factors of
the Circle Of Clean influence the
cleaning result. The mechanical
systems and solutions
i-team Global offers reduces
up to 80% of cleaning time.

Happy & healthy buildings

Circle
Of Clean

15

Rotation per minute

Temperature

Time

Solution/water

CLEANING PROCESS
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Plug....
			
& Play
Movement is important in the cleaning world.
Freedom of movement to be exact. That means no
cords. Just batteries with chargers. Plug & play.
Keep it simple. We provide a range of cleaning tools
that specialize in certain or multiple dimension(s).
The tools work together and complement each
other. This leads to lower investments and can
make any cleaning routine more efficient.

Happy & healthy buildings
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I-TEAM PORTFOLIO
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Mechanical

i-team portfolio Mechanical
1D# Floors hard

1D# Floors soft

Battery powered

Battery powered

i-mop XL

i-mop XXL

i-scrub 30EM Pro B

i-gum B

i-vac 5B

i-vac 9B

i-vac 4B Move

Mechanical

imop Lite

19

2D# Furniture (surfaces)

3D# Walls & ceiling

Battery powered

Battery powered

i-scrub 21B

i-gum b

i-scrub 21B

imop® Lite
The imop Lite is the smallest and lightest version – 50%
lighter than the i-mop XL – available in the i-mop range. By
20

expanding its current range of i-mops, i-team is offering
a tool with outstanding manoeuvrability and portability,
perfect for mobility cleaning. The imop Lite can go in even
smaller spaces than its bigger brother, the original i-mop.
From the renewed control panel to the new floating ball
water lock, everything is designed to make it even more
user friendly. It all adds up to make cleaning, quick, simple
and fun. So let’s welcome your new co-worker to
the team and start the REAL cleaning.

Mobility cleaning

faster

faster

faster

faster

cleaner

cleaner

greener

cleaner

greener

safer

cleaner

greener

safer

better

better

Cleaner
Powerful twin counter-rotating
500 RPM brushes for soil removal
proven
by ATP
test data better
reflecting
greener
safer
up to 90% cleaner surfaces.
Greener
Makes every ounce of chemical and
every drop of water count proven to
reduce
environmental
impact by over
safer
better
75%. On average the i-mop uses 20%
less energy per m 2 compared
to a scrubber dryer.
Safer
Floors that dry almost instantly
reduce slip and fall hazards proven
bybetter
standardized slip test readings
of 120 or less.
...and better for everyone!
Changes the experience of cleaning,
bringing energy, pride and morale to
the facility… not to mention a cleaner,
healthier environment. We spread
the joy and not the dirt.

#1D Floors

faster

Faster
Cleans 36/46 times faster than
conventional wet mopping proven
by
cleaning rates
1400 m2
cleaner
greenerof up tosafer
per hour.

21
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Your new co-worker
in mobility cleaning

1

Technical specifications

TY

W
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AR N

year

indoor, hard surfaces

Theoretical performance

1400 m2 per hour

Practical performance

700 - 1000 m2 per hour

Brush speed

500 rpm

Brush pressure

13 kg

Operation width

37 cm

Size machine (L x W x H)

34 x 43 x 120 cm

Weight with battery

13.2 kg

Weight without battery

11.5 kg

Clean water tank

3 ltr

Recovery clean tank

3 to max 5 ltr

Powersource

1 pack (20 cells)

Battery pack

18 V - 12 Ah - 250 Wh

Brush motor

180 W

Vacuum suction motor

200 W

Run time

45 min

Charge type

Off-board

Charger

110-240 V - 50/60 Hz

#1D Floors

Application
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i-mop XL®
The first of its kind, the i-mop solves the problems of
floor cleaning systems by combining the flexibility of
24

a floor mop with the power and speed of industrial
scrubber driers. We found out that most areas are still
being cleaned by mop and bucket, because other floor
machines are just not flexible enough to work in most
spaces. The i-mop makes it possible to clean any
surface, with freedom of movement and great ease of
use. No borders or boundaries. This machine isn’t just
designed for cleaning, it is designed for the cleaner.

Full size scrubber dryer

faster

faster

faster

faster

cleaner

cleaner

greener

cleaner

greener

safer

cleaner

greener

safer

better

Cleaner
Powerful twin counter-rotating
350 RPM brushes for soil removal
validated
by ATP
test data
reflecting
greener
safer
better
up to 90% cleaner surfaces.
Greener
Makes every ounce of chemical
and every drop of water count
proven
to reduce
environmental
safer
better
impact by over 75%.
Safer
Floors that dry almost instantly
reduce slip and fall hazards, validated
by standardized slip test readings
better
of 120 or less.
...and better for everyone!
Changes the experience of cleaning,
and brings energy, pride and positive
morale to the facility… not to mention a
cleaner and healthier environment.

#1D Floors

faster

Faster
Cleans 10 times faster than
conventional wet mopping, backed-up
2
by
cleaning capacity
to 1800 mbetter
cleaner
greener of up
safer
per hour.
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scrub & dry

extreme mobility

•

46 cm cleaning path

•

•

2 powerful brush motors

•

Nylon protective bumper

•

Cleans right up to the edge

Low profile deck to clean
underneath objects

•

360o of flexibility

i-charge 2

i-power 14

#1D Floors

i-charge 9

click on / click off

battery charge

easy transport

•

Easy to fill, clean & empty

•

Quick exchange

•

Transport wheels

above a sink

•

2 sets = 24/7 power

•

Fits in the trunk of a car

Use different tanks for

•

Runs on i-power 9 or 14 batteries

•

Easy to store & carry upstairs

•

100% mobility

•

different chemicals
•

Reduce unproductive refill
waiting time by prepping in advance
according to HACCP standards.
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Flexible and fast
The i-mop features a high
speed twin brush scrubber
drier deck with a working
area of 46 cm (18 inches),
with unmatched agility.
The two counter rotating
brushes give you a smooth
experience and allow you
to control the machine
even with one hand. Clean
around and underneath
objects, just like a mop.

24/7
To operate the i-mop 24/7
maintain the following
charging pattern: always
change both batteries after
a 60 minute runtime. The
remaining power allows
the batteries to recharge a
cycle in 1 hour for 1 hour
of operational use. By
allowing the batteries to
run empty, you will not be
able to efficiently swap for
1-hour run-times.

Click on, click off
Fill, refill and empty the
machine easily. No longer
bound to installed filling
stations, get your water
from a sink in a pinch.
Switching between
chemicals in a matter of
seconds by clicking on a
different solution tank.
You will be surprised by
how water efficient the
i-mop is. Good things do
come in smaller packages.

Flip the switch
No PhD required to operate
the machine, we have
done all the programming
for you. A simple dial to
select the desired operating
mode. Aside from scrub
and dry, separate scrub
modes are available for
intensive deep cleaning.
Our eco mode allows you
to save additional water
when only a little is needed,
and will also protect your
water sensitive floors
against overexposure.

I go, where you go
The i-mop has been
designed in a compact
and user-friendly way, so
that it takes up very little
floor space when not being
used. Store it in a closet
nearby so it is always
within reach. Take it with
you up and down steps
and stairs. If it is still a bit
heavy, why not pop off the
batteries and the water?
So whatever the type of
job, the i-mop will be right
there with you.

1

Technical specifications

TY

W

RA
AR N

year

Indoor, hard surfaces only

Theoretical performance

Up to 1800 m2 per hour

Practical performance

1000 - 1300 m2 per hour

Brush speed

350 RPM

Brush pressure

22,5 kg

Operation width

46 cm

Size machine (l x w x h)

50 x 38 x 120 cm

Weight without batteries & water

18.5 kg

Clean water tank

4L

Recovery clean tank

4-6 L (max. 8 L)

Material

PP, Aluminum alloy

Power source

2 i-power 9 batteries or i-power 14*

Battery

24V - 8.8 Ah

Run time

i-power 9: 60~70 minutes
i-power 14: 90~100 minutes

Charger type

Off-board*

Charger

110-240V, 50/60Hz

*B
 attery and charger can be ordered separately.

#1D Floors

Application
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i-mop XXL®
Sometimes bigger can be better. We proudly present
the i-mop XXL: a re-engineered powerhouse that literally
runs circles around the competition. With a larger scrub
deck & new power management system, large obstructed
30

areas become possibilities. This innovation allows the
user to clean up to 2300m 2 in just an hour, flipping the
script on how a larger auto scrubber should look, feel &
handle. Start saving tremendous amounts of time when
operating this machine and cut down time on logistics of
your larger workspaces. You can save approximately 20%
of your time compared to a conventional 50 to 75cm
walk-behind auto scrubber. Empower yourself with the
i-mop XXL, where powerful innovation meets
flexible design.

faster

faster

faster

Bigger can
be better
faster

cleaner

cleaner

greener

cleaner

greener

safer

cleaner

greener

safer

better

Cleaner
Powerful twin counter-rotating
350 RPM brushes for soil removal
validated
by ATP
test data
reflecting
greener
safer
better
up to 90% cleaner surfaces.
Greener
Makes every ounce of chemical
and every drop of water count,
proven
to reduce
environmental
safer
better
impact by over 75%.
Safer
Floors that dry almost instantly
reduce slip and fall hazards, validated
by standardized slip test readings
better
of 120 or less.
...and better for everyone!
Changes the experience of cleaning,
bringing energy, pride and positive
morale to the facility… not to mention
a cleaner, healthier environment.

#1D Floors

faster

Faster
Cleans 4 to 5 times faster than
conventional wet mopping, backed-up
2
by
cleaning capacity
of up
to 2300 m
cleaner
greener
safer
better
per hour.
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7cm

62cm

Low profile deck

#1D Floors

Think outside the box.

33

24/7 energy
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Re-engineered for width
Our goals was to achieve
a balance between
challenging larger areas
with the same flexibility
and speed as the i-mop XL.
To achieve this we
enlarged the scrub deck
to give the machine a
cleaning path of 62 cm
and added more watercapacity.

New power management
We have redesigned
the power management
system and packed in as
much power as physically
possible into our grey
i-power 14 batteries.
They are the exact same
shape & size as our i-mop
XL batteries. You can use
them across all of our
products, simply plug
and play.

Friendly user-experience
With the i-mop XXL, users
operate a machine that
not only looks & feels right,
but also twists and turns
like no other scrubber
dryer on the market. Its
friendly exterior & usability
makes it the perfect
addition to your workforce.

Total cost of ownership
No new training needed.
The i-mop XXL combines
all of the elements of the
previous build, and
upgrades you to work in
bigger unobstructed
areas. By expanding the
range of your machines,
the way you operate is in
your own hands, without
the unnecessary extra
overhead.

Lightweight & storage
The i-mop XXL has been
designed in such a way
that it takes up very little
floor space when it’s not
being used. Store it in a
closet within reach. Take it
with you up and down
steps and stairs. Pop off
the batteries and lift the
water tank from the
machine to load it into a
normal personal vehicle.
In short, a fully mobile
machine.

1

Technical specifications

TY

W
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AR N

year

Indoor, hard surfaces only

Theoretical performance

Up to 2300 m2 per hour

Practical performance

1200 - 1800 m2 per hour

Brush speed

350 RPM

Brush pressure

32 kg

Operation width

62 cm

Size machine (l x w x h)

43 x 69 x 124 cm

Weight without batteries & water

21 kg

Clean water tank

5L

Recovery clean tank

5 L (max 8 L)

Material

PP, Aluminum alloy

Power source

2 i-power 14 batteries or i-power 9*

Battery spec

25.2 V, 14 Ah

Run time

i-power 9: 50~60 minutes
i-power 14: 60~70 minutes

Charger type

Off-board

Charger

110-240V, 50/60Hz

*B
 attery and charger can be ordered separately.

#1D Floors

Application
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Regular i-pads

White
Delicate cleaning

Red
Light cleaning

Blue
Medium Cleaning

Green
Heavy cleaning

Black
Agressive cleaning

XXL: K.20.72.1213.2

XXL: K.20.72.1213.1

XXL: K.20.72.1213.79

XXL: K.20.72.1213.64

XXL: K.20.72.1213.0

XL: K.20.72.0213.2

XL: K.20.72.0213.1

XL: K.20.72.0213.79

XL: K.20.72.0213.64

XL: K.20.72.0213.0

36

Daily i-pads

Coated low foot traffic areas

Intense i-pads

Non-coated high foot traffic areas

i-pad driver

Green
Daily cleaning
XXL: K.2.72.1216.64

Yellow
Renovation

Blue
Daily cleaning

Orange
Renovation*

Use in combination
with all our i-pads

XXL: K.2.72.1216.8

XXL: K.2.72.1216.797

XXL: K.2.72.1216.4

XXL: K.2.S.72.1214.797

XL: K.2.72.0216.64

XL: K.2.72.0216.8

XL: K.2.72.0216.797

XL: K.2.72.0216.4

XL: K.2.S.72.0214.797

i-mop brushes

Medium brush
Standard

Hard brush
Optional

XXL: K.2.S.72.1092.70

XXL: K.2.S.72.1092.797

XXL: K.2.S.72.1092.1

XL: K.2.S.72.0092.70

XL: K.2.S.72.0092.797

XL: K.2.S.72.0092.1

#1D Floors

Soft brush
Optional

37

Squeegee blades

Standard

For oily/greasy environments

XXL: K.1.S.72.1096.0

XXL: K.1.S.72.1096.797

XL: K.1.S.72.0096.0

XL: K.1.S.72.0096.797

38

i-mop
solution
tanks

solution tank red

XXL: K.1.S.72.1081.1

XXL: K.1.S.72.1081.797

XL: K.1.S.72.0081.1

XL: K.1.S.72.0081.797

sanitary fittings & washroom floors

solution tank blue

Brush ring

Brush ring

XXL: K.2.S.72.1093.1

XXL: K.2.S.72.1093.797

XL: K.2.S.72.0093.1

XL: K.2.S.72.0093.797

general low risk areas

XXL: K.1.S.72.1081.8
XL: K.1.S.72.0081.8

washroom surfaces

XL:K.1.S.72.0081.64

solution tank green

Brush ring

Brush ring

XXL: K.2.S.72.1093.8

XXL: K.2.S.72.1093.64

XL: K.2.S.72.0093.8

XL: K.2.S.72.0093.64

general food & bar

Clean means
caring about
your hygiene.

#1D Floors

solution tank yellow

XXL: K.1.S.72.1081.64
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i-scrub 30EM Pro B
®

Single-disc scrubbing has never been easier.
40

Advanced orbital technology is based on 1650 RPM
which simulates an orbital movement with no sideforces,
so everybody can operate it without training.
The i-scrub 30EM Pro B is a nifty machine with a
lot of power. The water tank on top ensures you can
mix in your chemicals to perfection. To prevent damage
to furniture and walls, we’ve created a rubber
bumper for you to work freely!

faster

faster

faster

cleaner

cleaner

greener

cleaner

greener

safer

Orbital power
without sideforce
faster

cleaner

greener

safer

better

Cleaner
The orbital motion of the i-scrub 30EM Pro disc ensures a
better cleaning performance compared to the traditional single
disc
machines.safer
Your floor better
is in safe hands with the i-scrub
greener
30EM Pro! No more damaged floors. Due to the orbital
movement, any imbalance is avoided, you have more
touchpoints with higher friction.
Greener
The consumption of water and chemicals is reduced due to
the excellent cleaning performance and the easy to use dosing
system
on thebetter
i-scrub 30EM Pro. The oscillating movement
safer
keeps liquids under the machine disc, making every drop count!
Reducing chemical consumption improves the air quality in
enclosed spaces. The i-scrub has a lower-energy consumption
than the cable powered version.
Safer
With a weight of 14.4 kg and the oscillating movement,
the i-scrub 30EM Pro B is very stable and has a fantastic
maneuverability. There is no strain on the hands of the
better
operator. This makes the machine very user friendly and it
prevents physical strain. Safely cleaning stairs is no problem.
Just replace the handles for the shorter one.
...and better for everyone!
Low energy and chemical consumption, no strain and not
to mention a cleaner result makes the i-scrub 30EM Pro a
machine operators love. They’re happier, more engaged and
the buildings they work in become truly healthy and clean.

#1D Floors

faster

Faster
The vibration of the oscillating disc ensures extraordinary
cleaning, scrubbing and polishing performance. With as many
ascleaner
1650 oscillation
movements
per minute,
the cleaning effect
greener
safer
better
increases and the other elements like water, chemicals and time
decrease dramatically. The wheels make transportation easy on
different floor types including carpet.

41
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Centralized controls
Centralized controls are
located in the head of
the machine. All your
regulators, switches and
controls are within the
reach of your fingertips.

Detachable solution tank
The solution tank is easily
detached with a single
pull. This makes it easy to
fill, refill and clean the tank
while on the job.

Closed off cover
The sealed cover design
protects the engine from
exposure to water. It also
adds an extra protective
layer to the i-scrub 30EM.

Aluminum diecast
Heavy grade aluminum
diecast housing adds
resistance and weight to
the machine, increasing
the brush pressure, to
clean more in less time.

Soft grips
The soft grips of the
machine guarantee superb
control and excellent
ergonomics for the user.

“Incredible solution for
high-pressure jobs.”

Quick release handle

Foldable wheels

Safely cleaning stairs is no problem.
Just replace the handles for
the shorter one.

Just fold up the wheels if
they get in the way.

#1D Floors
43

Agile & nifty
Cord or cordless?

Easy transport
The wheels make it easy to
take the i-scrub 30 EM pro / B
with you everywhere you go.

The battery-powered i-scrub 30 EM
gives you flexibility to use it when
and where you want to. With only
one extra i-power battery you can
work 24/7.

Application

Scrub floors, carpets

Brush speed (orbital movement)

1650 RPM

Effective area of operation

30 cm ø

Size machine (l x w x h)

27 x 23 x 120 cm

Weight of product (without batteries) 12.6 kg

44

i-scrub 30EM B
®

Weight of product (with batteries)

14.4 kg

Clean water tank

1.7 L

Battery spec i-power 9

24 V 8.8 Ah

Battery spec i-power 14

25.2 V 14 Ah

Run time i-power 9

110~120 minutes

Run time i-power 14

180~190 min

Charger type

Off-board

Charger

110-240V, 50/60Hz

Material machine

Zinc-alloy, Steel & Plastic

Voltage & frequency (V)

230 V

Motor power

250 W

Sound level

72 dBA on hard floor & 77 dBA on carpet

W
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i-gum® B
A comfortable self contained backpack is worn by
the user allowing for complete freedom of movement
46

and easy usability. The unit is attached to an
ergonomic lance designed specifically to ensure
fast, reliable and easy operation with maximum
chewing gum removal. At the point of contact, our
specially designed brush emits a pH neutral and safe
enzyme steam mixture to dissolving the chewing gum,
which can then be brushed away. Beside the comfortable harnass you also have the option to wheel it!

faster

faster

faster

cleaner

Only great ideas
need to stick.
faster

cleaner

greener

cleaner

greener

safer

cleaner

greener

safer

better

Cleaner
Since our machines dissolve the gum
rather than removing the gum, it does
not
leave any safer
remanencebetter
of gum on
greener
the surface.
Greener
No water or power supply needed to
operate the machine. The efficient heating
element
of thebetter
lance and the pre-diluted
safer
detergent uses just the correct amount
of detergent with no water required. The
sugar beet-based detergent is Ph neutral
and environmentally friendly.
Safer
The i-gum has been designed as a trolley
and a backpack, making the method of
removing
gum safer. No trailing cables,
better
hoses or surfaces covered in water,
reducing the risk of slips and eliminating
electrocution risks. Finally, there is no heat
present and no dangerous fumes or harmful
chemicals used when working with the i-gum.
...and better for everyone
The maneuverability and ease of use
empowers the operator and lets them
clean any surface covered with gum
very quickly.

#1D Floors #2D Furniture #3D Walls

faster

Faster
The intelligent lance helps dissolve gum
from surfaces at a rapid rate of 6 seconds.
No
need to barrier
off areas.
The backpack
cleaner
greener
safer
better
gives the operator complete freedom
of movement allowing you to clean
around people.
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6 seconds is all it takes
The i-gum apparatus
only needs 6 seconds to
eliminate any unwanted
sticky materials (chewing
gum/stickers/lining glue).
Increase your efficiency
and start cutting down on
waiting hours.

No water or power supply
To operate the machine,
just point the lance to the
area or stains that need to
be cleaned and watch the
i-gum perform its magic.

No matter which surface
Hardwood, soft floors,
tarmac, doors, cabinets,
plywood, concrete or steel.
The i-gum operates at
maximum capacity, and
removes sticky residue
anywhere and everywhere.

Centralized controls
Centralized controls are
located in the head of
the machine. All of your
actions, switches and
controls are within the
reach of your fingertips.

Safe to touch
Designed to be userfriendly and to work in
different environments,
there are no hazardous or
dangerous fumes or heat
present when working
with the i-gum.

“When the dust settles on an outdoor event, removing the gum residue is one of the hardest
parts of the clean-up. But thanks to the i-gum, our team can clean up the location in just
a single day. Perfect!”

1
year

Technical specifications
Weight excl. batteries

9.4 kg

Size body (l x w x h)

34.7 x 33 x 50 cm

Size with lance (l x w x h)

34.7 x 33 x 113 cm

Tank capacity

2.5 L

Heater specs

DC24 V 250 W

Max. temperature

104 °C

Power source / battery type

i-power 14 battery*

Battery spec

25.2 V 14 Ah*

Runtime

40 minutes on 1 i-power 9 battery
50 minutes on 1 i-power 14 battery

Charger type

Off-board*

Charger

110-240V, 50/60Hz

Material

Lldpe, Rotomoulded, Abs / pc / pp
injected/ blow moulded, Alu & carbon

*B
 attery and charger can be ordered separately.

#1D Floors #2D Furniture #3D Walls
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i-vac 5B

®

The i-vac 5B is a powerhouse machine that gets

50

the job done. A well trusted name in the community.
The i-vac 5 has surprised every user with its
proven mobility, design and power. The i-vac 5 is
used for offices, carpet cleaning, households,
cabinets, wardrobes, and much more. To make life
easy, the i-vac 5B has no power cord, just batteries.

The high powered motor of the
i-vac 5B reaches about 80%
(indication) of the suction power
that cable operated vacuums use,
without the strain of being tied
down to one place.

faster

faster

faster

Small in size.
Big on power.
faster

cleaner

cleaner

greener

cleaner

greener

safer

cleaner

greener

safer

better

Cleaner
With its powerful motor and design this
compact battery powered vacuum cleaner has
amazing
airflow
and suction
power. The specially
greener
safer
better
created nozzle agitates the carpet fibers for a
perfect dust pick-up.
Greener
To slow down the rate of disposal and extend
the life of a product, we make sure all the parts
in the i-vac 5B are easily replaced and upgraded.
safer
better
This i-vac 5B battery consumes 40% less energy
than a cabled version.
Safer
Being cordless moving around is easier and
quicker. No more risk of tripping over cables.
The
light weight of the i-vac 5B and the flexible
better
hose means you can easily clean any floor, stairs
and those hard to reach places without straining
your back. Not to mention that it is a lot easier
to carry.
...and better for everyone
The ease of use, lightweight and freedom of
movement makes the machine a favourite of
many cleaners. They’re happier, more engaged
and the buildings they work in become truly
healthy and clean.

#1D Floors

faster

Faster
Cleaning with a battery powered vacuum cleaner
is a quick time saver. Unwinding, plugging in &
out and rewinding takes 30 seconds every time.
cleaner
greener
safer
better
So cleaning a hotel with 20 rooms with the
i-vac 5B saves you 61 hours every year.
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Carry-on everywhere
A sturdy and ergonomic
main handle provides
a freedom of mobility
you haven’t experienced
before. The i-vac 5 goes
wherever you go!

3-piece wand & flexible
hose
Double extrusion for extra
stability at both ends,
as they are the most
stressed areas.

“This machine is simple, sturdy and
reliable. Incredible for everyday use at
the office. Couldn’t be more happy!”

Bag with lock
5 liter bag volume with a
lock to avoid dust leakage
when taking out the bag.
You can choose between
a paper bag, or a
microfiber bag.

Integrated tool holders
All of the accessories
and necessary equipment
supplied with the
machine can be stored
on the machine.

Canister & more
Egg shaped canister for
optimal working in smaller
areas and close to body
carrying. Lighted on/off
switch for easy check
over the phone in case
of problems. Detachable
power cord.

Available in private label for our customers in 36 and 108 batches. Customize your
machinery with your own name and logo to project your company/industry image.

No cable
management.
Just air.
#1D Floors
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i-vac 5B
54

Carry weight

5.2 kg

Size body (l x w x h)

38 x 33 x 38 cm

Hose length

180 cm		

Capacity

5L

Diameter of tools

32 mm

Sound level

62 dBA | 63 dBA

Water lift/suction

1800 mm

Air flow

40 L/sec

Application

Indoor, dry

Power source

i-power 9 or 14*

Battery spec i-power 9

24 V 8.8 Ah

Battery spec i-power 14

25.2 V 14 Ah

Run time i-power 9

40 minutes

Run time i-power 14

50 minutes

Charger type

Off-board

Charger

110-240V, 50/60Hz

Material machine

PP

The filtration on this machine is upgradeable from standard, to HEPA, to ULPA. Available in private label
for our customers in 20 and 100 batches. Customize your machinery with your own names and logo’s to
project your company/industry image.
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i-vac 9B®
56

A well trusted name in the community, the i-vac 9B
has surprised every user with its proven mobility,
design and power. The i-power 14 batteries
powering the engine guarantee a longer run time
than other cordless machines!

Battery powered freedom

faster

faster

faster

faster

cleaner

cleaner

greener

cleaner

greener

safer

cleaner

greener

safer

better

Cleaner
Due to the double filtration – cartridge
filter and cassette filter – the i-vac 9B
captures
tiny
harmful
greener and contains
safer
better
particles like dust, bacteria and dust
mites, as well as preventing them
from being reintroduced back into the
environment. Improved air quality
is the result.
Greener
To slow down the rate of disposal and
extend the life of a product, we make
sure all the parts in the i-vac 9B are
safer
better
easily replaced and upgraded. The
i-vac 9B battery consumes 40% less
energy than a cabled version.
Safer
Being cordless moving around is easier
and quicker. No more risk of tripping
over
cables.
better
...and better for everyone
The i-vac 9B has surprised every user
with its proven mobility, design and
power…not to mention ensuring a
cleaner, healthier environment.

#1D Floors

faster

Faster
Cleaning with a battery powered
vacuum cleaner is a quick time saver.
Unwinding,
plugging
in &safer
out and better
cleaner
greener
rewinding takes 30 seconds every
time. So cleaning a hotel with 20
rooms with the i-vac 9B saves you 61
hours every year. The 2 i-power 14
batteries guarantee a longer run time
than any other cordless machine.
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i-power 14 batteries
Two-slot system for
flexible runtime of either
40 minutes (one i-power
14 battery) or 80 minutes
(two i-power 14 batteries).
No longer are you bound
to cords or outlets!

Optional i-brush
This optional floor tool
simultaneously agitates
the carpet and removes
dirt and dust. Powered by
the battery.

“Don’t think I’ve ever had a more
flexible vacuum cleaner. The future
is here!”

High powered engine
High powered motor
reaches about 80%
(indication) of the suction
power that cable operated
vacuums use, without the
strain of being tied down
to one place.

i-charge 2 & 9
Battery management
system that never overpowers itself for maximum
lifespan. The smart charger
contains an integrated percentage indicator.

Supercharge your batteries
The i-power batteries can
now be powered up with
i-charge 9. With this super
charger you can charge
faster than ever before, to
make sure you are always
on the go!

The filtration on this machine is upgradeable from standard, to HEPA, to ULPA.
Available in private label for our customers in 100 batches. Customize your machinery
with your own names and logo’s to project your company/industry image.
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Technical specifications
7 kg

Size body (l x w x h)

45 x 45 x 41 cm

Hose length

250 cm		

Capacity

9L

Diameter of tools

32 mm

Sound level

58 dBA

Water lift/suction

1250 mm

Air flow

40 L/sec

Application

Indoor, dry

Power source

i-power 9 or 14 battery*

Battery spec i-power 9

24 V 8.8 Ah

Battery spec i-power 14

25.2 V 14 Ah

Run time 1 battery i-power 9

40 minutes

Run time 2 battery i-power 9

80 minutes

Run time 1 battery i-power 14

50 minutes

Run time 2 battery i-power 14

100 minutes

Charger type

Off-board

Charger

110-240V, 50/60Hz

Material machine

PP

The filtration on this machine is upgradeable from standard, to HEPA, to ULPA. Available in private label
for our customers in 20 and 100 batches. Customize your machinery with your own names and logo’s to
project your company/industry image.

#1D Floors

Carry weight
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i-vac® 4B Move
Don’t let your vacuum cleaner cord restrict you. Carry the
60

lightweight and cordless i-vac 4B Move on your back.
Allowing you to move with maximum mobility and work
efficiently. The backpack vacuum cleaner allows you to
cover more than twice the floorspace compared to a
normal vacuum cleaner, and is more ergonomically
designed. The i-vac 4B Move dramatically improves how
you work and is an opportunity to improve your cleaning
operations - making it cleaner, faster and safer.

Freedom
of motion

faster

faster

faster

faster

cleaner

cleaner

greener

cleaner

greener

safer

cleaner

greener

safer

better

Cleaner
The upgradable cassette filter in the i-vac 4B Move
prevents tiny harmful particles like dust, bacteria
and
dust mites
from being
reintroduced into the
greener
safer
better
environment. Improved air quality as a result.
Greener
To slow down the rate of disposal and extend the
life of a product, we make sure all the parts in the
i-vac
4B Movebetter
are easily replaced and upgraded.
safer
Safer
The light-weight backpack allows you to stand
in a neutral position and minimize body stress,
making
better the i-vac 4B Move a very ergonomic
vacuum cleaner. The freedom of movement
reduces the risk of falling and even lets you
work safely on stairs.
Better for everyone
When operating the i-vac 4B Move cleaners
feel complete freedom of movement. It changes
the way you clean - cleaning faster without any
strain on the body and most importantly making
it a very enjoyable experience.

#1D Floors

faster

Faster
By carrying the i-vac 4B Move on your back you
can move with maximum mobility allowing you
to
vacuum ingreener
a side-to-side
pattern.better
By working
cleaner
safer
more efficiently you can cover twice the floorspace
compared to a normal corded vacuum cleaner.
No more plugin in and out or carrying. Just put it
on and start working non-stop.
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Activated by i-power
i-power batteries are
interchangeable for all
our battery-powered
machines, and can be
switched out in seconds.
Select from two battery
types: i-power 9 or
i-power 14. Depending
on runtime you can mix &
match your power sources.

Travel light
The cordless i-vac 4B Move
with its lightweight backpack,
gives you more freedom
of movement – especially
in confined areas. There is
no longer a need to worry
about difficult terrain with
bumps, steps, or other
obstacles.

Be comfortable
The mesh backing helps
you stay comfortable and
cool during operation.
The wide shoulder straps
in combination with the
chest straps provide
for maximum flexibility.
The unique carrying
system of the ‘i-vac 4B
Move’, ensure ultimate
comfort during lengthy
working time.

Keep in control
Easily switch the machine
on and off by clicking the
remote control power
switch on your belt.

Improve air quality
Upgrade the standard filter
to a HEPA or ULPA filter
when operating in a
controlled environment.
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Technical specifications
5.7 kg without battery

Body size (l x w x h)

24 x 33 x 36.6 cm (excluding the harness)

Hose length

140 cm

Capacity

5L

Diameter of tools

32 mm

Sound level

68 dBA

Water lift/suction

1300 mm

Airflow

13.3 L/sec

Application

dry only

Power source

i-power 9 or 14

Run time i-power 9

40 min

Run time i-power 14

50 min

Charger type

External charger

Material machine

PP

#1D Floors

Carry weight
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The filtration on this machine is upgradeable from standard, to HEPA, to ULPA. Available in private label
for our customers in 20 and 100 batches. Customize your machinery with your own names and logo’s to
project your company/industry image.

In need of extra suction power to clean high pile
carpets? Our i-brush will do the trick! This attachment
simultaneously agitates the carpet, while removing dirt
and dust.

i-scrub 21B

®

Double disc action with the flexibility to even scrub
64

areas in a vertical position. Equipped with an adjustable
head & 360° of free-range motion. With a powerful
engine that achieves 400 RPM using two discs, it is a
brilliant machine that allows the user to scrub any
surface with extreme power. You can manually dose
your solution with the push of a button. Easily convert
your machine into a handheld unit for polishing, powered
by Li-ion battery technology for the same power.

Save time
with
mechanical
scrubbing

faster

faster

faster

faster

cleaner

cleaner

greener

cleaner

greener

safer

cleaner

greener

safer

better

Cleaner
With the powerful 400 RPM engine the
i-scrub 21B allows the user to scrub any
surface with extreme power. You can even
greener
safer
better
convert it in to a handheld unit for polishing.
Greener
The i-scrub 21B is supplied with a powerful
battery that lets you clean for at least 2 hours.
Thanks to the 400 RPM brush speed you can
safer
better
reduce time spend by 30% compared to
manual cleaning.
Safer
Its ergonomic design and very low weight of
2.1 kg makes the i-scrub 21B ideal to automate
manual cleaning tasks. The i-scrub 21B takes
better
away the need to bend or kneel to clean
corners or hard to reach areas you can’t clean
with regular floor cleaning machines.
…and better for everyone
When manual cleaning is to labor intensive and
when regular floor cleaning machines don’t fit…
the i-scrub 21B is the answer. It has a double
disc action and the flexibility to even scrub
areas in a vertical position. In a nutshell, the
i-scrub 21B tackles any surface it faces.

#2D Furniture #3D Walls & ceiling

faster

Faster
The i-scrub 21B tackles any surface, even
those hard to clean areas like stairs or behind
toilet bowls. With the telescopic pole, adjustable
cleaner
greener
safer
better
head and 360 degrees of free motion this
machine can reach any area quickly and can be
adjusted in a heartbeat to get any area clean.
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360 degrees of motion
The adjustable head can
rotate in 360° and is so
flexible you can clean at
any angle, may it be
horizontal or vertical. Start
scrubbing everywhere
and anywhere.

Manually dose
You can manually dose your
solution to your satisfaction
with the push of a button.
Get your areas clean on
your own terms.

Talk about power. With 400 RPM, any surface will get
scrubbed to the bone, and will be as clean as a whistle.
Powered by Li-ion battery technology for equal power
during working time.

Dual brush heads
We have equipped the
i-scrub 21B with two
brush heads, for higher
mechanical power and
cleaning narrow gaps in
sturdy areas.

Brushes & pads
A full arsenal of different
brushes & pads are available
for every job. Consult us
for advice on which brush
delivers which job the best.

Centralized controls
The height adjustable
telescopic wand is easily
controlled at the grip. All
of your actions, switches
and controls are within the
reach of your fingertips.

“A great tool for my gym. Scrubbing dirty walls, equipment
and floor stains all with one powerful machine. Easily clicking
the head on & off for different areas. Amazing!”

W
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1
year

Technical specifications
Weight i-scrub 21B

3.2 kg

Weight i-scrub 21B handy

2.2 kg

Weight i-scrub 21B handy + case

4.2 kg

Size i-scrub case (l x w x h)

40 x 36 x 11 cm

Size i-scrub 21B (l x w x h)

15 x 25 x 92 ~ 113 cm

Size i-scrub 21B handy (l x w x h)

22 x 9 x 15 cm

Power

25W

Drive voltage

12 V DC

Voltage charger

Available in 110, 115, 230, 240 V

Power source

i-power 7 battery*

Battery spec.

14.4 V 6.6 Ah

Running time Li-ion

150 minutes		

Charging time Li-ion

210 minutes

Brush speed

400 RPM

Noise level W/O pump

72 dB

Noise level W/T pump

73 dB

Scrub area

21 cm

Minimal clearance area

95 mm

Material

ABS

Bag your
equipment
& keep it
together

#2D Furniture #3D Walls & ceiling
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i-power®
The i-power concept is starting to
revolutionize & at the same time standardize
68

our machines with the same cordless
power source. We started with the i-mop XL,
and are now expanding the concept to our
new product range. So for every cleaning
job you will not be bound to an outlet
anymore and have the freedom of
movement wherever, whenever.

faster

faster

faster

faster

faster

cleaner

cleaner

greener

cleaner

greener

safer

cleaner

greener

safer

better

Faster
No more wasting time looking for power outlets.
Just turn it on and go. The complete freedom
of
movementgreener
wherever, whenever
makes
your
cleaner
safer
better
cleaning routine way more efficient. For instance,
the process of cleaning a hotel with a vacuum
cleaner means that you have to unwind, plug in,
plug out and rewind the cord in every room. This
process costs you 30 seconds every time. A hotel
with 20 rooms adds up to € 1000 savings per year.
Cleaner
Having a whole fleet of battery powered machines
at your disposal without compromising on power
helps
you getsafer
outstanding
cleaning results in a
greener
better
very efficient manner.
Greener
Our charger stops charging when a battery is fully
loaded preventing unnecessary power consumption.
Our
battery management
system ensures longevity
safer
better
of i-power further lowering the impact on the
environment.
Safer
With no trailing cables to cause hazards, battery
powered cleaning machines greatly improve
health
and safety.
better
and better for everyone…
With extensive and impressive run times, and
minimal charge times, i-power offers a reliable
power source that is ideal for a range of cleaning
products working throughout the day.
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Interchangeable batteries
A set of i-power batteries
work for all our battery
powered machines and the
batteries can be changed
in no time. We have two
batteries to choose from,
i-power 9 & 14. Depending
on the power you need you
can mix and match.

One for all
One set of batteries and
one charger are enough for
a complete floor cleaning
system. Our i-power
batteries power the:
i-mop, i-vac 5B, i-vac 9B,
i-vac 4B Move, i-gum B,
i-scrub 30EM Pro and the
i-light XL.

i-power 9 and 14
We have redesigned
the power management
system and packed in as
much power as physically
possible into our grey
i-power 14 batteries.
They are the exact same
shape & size as i-power 9
batteries. You can use
them across all of our
products, simply plug
and play.

i-charge 2 & 9
Battery management
system that never overpowers itself for maximum
lifespan. The smart charger
contains an integrated
percentage indicator.

Supercharge your batteries
The i-power batteries can
now be powered up with
i-charge 9. With this super
charger you can charge
faster than ever before, to
make sure you are always
on the go!
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Technical specifications
i-power 9

25.2V 8.8Ah

i-power 14

25.2V 14Ah

Runtime
i-mop XL
i-mop XXL
i-light XL
i-gum B
i-vac 5B
i-vac 9B
i-vac 4b Move
i-scrub 30EM Pro

i-power 9

60~70 minutes

i-power 14

90~100 minutes

i-power 9

50~60 minutes

i-power 14

60~70 minutes

i-power 9

25 hours

i-power 14

40 hours

i-power 9

40 minutes

i-power 14

50 minutes

i-power 9

40 minutes

i-power 14

50 minutes

i-power 9

80 minutes

i-power 14

100 minutes

i-power 9

40 minutes

i-power 14

50 minutes

i-power 9

110~120 minutes

i-power 14

180~190 minutes
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i-stack®
Space is in short supply these days.
We should not waste a single inch when it
comes to the limited storage space we can
72

even get. That’s why we thought: why not
use the vertical option towards the ceiling
for charging your batteries? You only need
one power socket for multiple chargers.
Now you can easily attach, hook-up,
and power your batteries without losing
precious space!

73

Charging the
fleet, straight
from the wall.

Power up!

74

Multiple levels (3/4/6)
Choose how many levels
of chargers you will need,
and assemble them
accordingly.

Battery management
system
Battery management
system that never
overpowers itself for
maximum lifespan.
The system contains
an integrated charge
percentage indicator.

Art. code
i-stack 3

i-stack 4

i-stack 6

WR3.FCT.1110C

WR4.FCT.1110C

WR6.FCT.1110C

Fixed wall charger
The same as other multiple
level wall chargers, but
way more flexible and can
be placed anywhere with a
footed fixture!
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Art. code

year

i-stack 3

i-stack 4

i-stack 6

WR3.FCT.1110C

WR4.FCT.1110C

WR6.FCT.1110C

Technical specifications
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i-stack 3 WR3.FCT.1110C
Weight of product

8.5 kg

Size (l x w x h)

49 x 34 x 74 cm

i-stack 4 WR4.FCT.1110C
Weight of product

10.5 kg

Size (l x w x h)

49 x 34 x 95 cm

i-stack 6 WR6.FCT.1110C
Weight of product

15.8 kg

Size (l x w x h)

49 x 34 x 137 cm

Material

LDPE 735

Warranty

1 year

I-TEAM PORTFOLIO
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Manual

i-team portfolio Manual
2D# Furniture (surfaces)

i-scrub 26h

i-scrub 26b

Manual

1D# Floors

i-fibre

77

3D# Walls & ceiling

i-scrub 26b

i-fibre

i-wash

i-suit

i-fibre®
Microfibre cleaning has changed the industry
78

from the moment it was introduced.
Less chemicals and water usage equals
a more sustainable and healthy planet.
i-team has taken this idea one step further,
and created a whole series of utilities and
equipment to accompany an all-in-one
system simply called: i-fibre.

faster

faster

faster

faster

cleaner

cleaner

greener

cleaner

greener

safer

cleaner

greener

safer

better

Cleaner
Reduce cross-contamination by using the
pre-treating system. The patented trio split
technology
and
integrated
dirt channels attract
greener
safer
better
and capture soil and absorb moisture, leaving
surfaces clean and residue free. Also, the tiny
fibres are able to penetrate the microscopic
surface pores of most flooring materials and
absorb dirty particles.
Greener
No more (re)filling buckets or dirty buckets to
dispose of. The i-fibre system reduces chemical
and water consumption up to 95%.
safer

better

Safer
The i-fibre concept is very light and ergonomic,
there is no need for wringing or heavy lifting
of better
buckets anymore, reducing potential staff
physical injuries.
…and better for everyone
Cleaning personnel can clean 3x faster, improving cleaning results with a lot less effort!
Also you reduce lifetime costs with 60% due to
750 guaranteed washings and 95% reduction
of water and chemical consumption!

#1D Floors #2D Surfaces #3D Walls

Saving water,
chemicals
and time.

faster

Faster
The micro-fibre system lets you clean 3x faster
compared to traditional mopping. When our
pre-treating
system
is used,
the micro-fibre
cleaner
greener
safer
better
pads are quickly saturated for complete and
even coverage. No more waiting around or
changing cleaning solution every third room.
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Quick-release
A quick-release system in
the frame of the mop for
a complete touch free
cleaning operation!

Wallwash
The wallwash frame bends
360°, perfect for cleaning
walls and hard-to-reach
places. Patented soft-edge
technology makes it
perfect for 4D cleaning.

Microfibre pads
Used for low to heavy
soil levels. Features mesh
backing for a quick
saturation time.
Designed for pre-treating
in 4D cleaning systems.

Portable pre-treatment
system
The pre-treating system
is a well thought out array
of tools that seamlessly
work together to make
cleaning tasks efficient and
productive. It saves water,
chemicals and most of all,
time. Through the special
meshed backing, time
reduction is achieved to
the minimum, and equally
spreads the moisture.

Trio split technology
The fibre gains its huge
cleaning power by a patented trio split technology.
The integrated dirt
channels can even capture
dust and small particles.
The framing is designed in
a way that special support
structure prevents the mop
from shrinking. It always
aligns perfectly. Minimum
guaranteed washings:
750 times.

W
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Proven results
Cleaning method

Traditional

4D cleaning system

Wash boards

5 minutes

3 minutes		

Clean desktops

15 minutes

2 minutes

Dust mop

5 minutes

0 minutes

Wet mop

15 minutes

13 minutes

Bag your
equipment
& keep it
together

#1D Floors #2D Surfaces #3D Walls
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Technical specifications
i-fibre handle 48”

i-fibre handle 72”

Plastic plate

Weight of product

0.411 kg

0.266 kg

0.281kg

Size (l x w x h)

106 x 20 x 7,5 cm

69 x 20 x 7,5 cm

41 x 50 x 10 cm

K.1.S.72.0333.797

i-scrub 26H®
The microfibre hand range cleaner with integrated
82

LED or black light will make sure the job gets
done. Complete with patented soft-edge
technology which allows the user to clean round
areas. Need to reach high-up places? Just switch
the handle for a telescopic tube, and you are
good to go! The i-scrub 26H is designed
ergonomically and lets you work 50% faster
than with a regular microfibre cloth.

faster

faster

faster

cleaner

A revolutionary
light in the dark.
faster

cleaner

greener

cleaner

greener

safer

cleaner

greener

safer

better

Cleaner
You will never miss a spot with the
i-scrub 26H. The built-in blacklight
gives
you instant
feedback
about
greener
safer
better
your cleaning results. Also, the handy
scraper helps you remove stubborn soils.
The HACCP colour coded i-fibre pads
reduce the risk of cross-contamination
between cleaning areas.
Greener
When used in combination with our
pre-treating system it reduces chemical
and
water consumption
up to 95%.
safer
better
Safer
Easily remove the pads without
touching the soiled sides. The handy
rubber
better grip will make your task a lot
easier and will not cramp your most
important instrument: your hands.
…and better for everyone
It changes the way you clean..
The ergonomically designed i-scrub
26H leads to greater productivity 50% faster - and a higher quality
of work. This makes the i-scrub 26H
a must have tool for any cleaning
operator.

#2D Surfaces #3D Walls & Ceilings

faster

Faster
Clean 50% faster with the i-scrub 26H
compared to a regular microfibre cloth.
The
soft-edge
technology
allows thebetter
cleaner
greener
safer
user to clean round areas and just as
easily clean high-up places by switching
the handle. Not to mention easily
covering large surfaces in one go!
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Microfibre pads
Premium pads with mesh
backing with Trio split
technology. Solid colour
exclusive microfiber
material. Used for low
to heavy soil levels and
all other applications.

Soft edge technology
Patented soft edge
technology which allows
the microfiber pads to
clean round areas such
as sinks and other curved
materials.

i-scrub 26H BLACK LIGHT i-fibre not included

Integrated blacklight
Make everything spotless
in your washrooms by
pre-examining your work
with the choice between
an integrated black or
LED light inside of the
handle. Make the unvisable
visable.

i-scrub 26H LED LIGHT i-fibre not included

Rubber grip
A handy rubber grip will
make your task a lot easier,
and will not scratch,
damage or cramp your
most important instrument:
your hands. Red, green
and yellow grip available.

i-scrub 26H WITHOUT LIGHT i-fibre not included

K.1.S.72.0333.797
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Bag your
equipment
& keep it
together
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Technical specifications

year

i-scrub® 26H black light

i-scrub® 26H LED light

i-scrub® 26H

Weight of product

0.32 kg

0.32 kg

0.32 kg

Size (l x w x h)

260 x 100 x 90 mm

260 x 100 x 90 mm

260 x 100 x 90 mm

Power

1W

0.2 W

-

Battery on-board

3.8 V 2.2 Ah rechargeable 3.8 V 2.2 Ah rechargeable

-

Runtime

8 hours

40 hours

-

Charger type

External 110-230-240

External 110-230-240

-

Material machine

ABS797 + PVC

ABS797 + PVC

-

Radiant flux

700 mn

-

-

View angle

120 degree

-

-

Peak wavelength

365 nm

-

-

i-suit®
No more shoulder injuries and back pain while washing
86

the windows, day-in, day-out. The i-suit feels like a
mobile backpack, with a steel tube attached and bent
towards a pulley mechanism. Increasing productivity,
working ergonomically and responsibly, and
decreasing physical strain. The i-suit surely is an eye
catching innovation, changing the way window
washing is done forever. i-suit is the
helping hand you need.

faster

faster

faster

cleaner

cleaner

greener

cleaner

greener

safer

Washing windows
without the struggle.
faster

cleaner

greener

safer

better

Cleaner
The i-suit and telescopic tube lower
physical load allowing you to work
greenerhours with
safer more precision
better
longer
and control.
Greener
The i-suit has a long life-time and all
parts easily replaced. The materials
used
in i-suit better
are easy to recycle.
safer
Safer
All of the weight is centered and lifted
from the middle and allows free movement
forbetter
the user. By using i-suit it relieves
the user at least 50% of physical
strain during the work. Cleaners avoid
shoulder injuries and back pain by
using i-suit.
Better for everyone
It changes the experience of window
washing forever. From now on cleaners can wash windows ergonomically
with precision and complete control!

#3D Walls & Ceilings

faster

Faster
Working with a telescopic pole in
combination with i-suit allows the user
to
work three
times as fast.
There isbetter
no
cleaner
greener
safer
need to carry and constantly replace a
ladder to reach the spots that need to
be cleaned.
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Art Code K.1.S.109.0021.2A

Art Code K.1.P.109.0012.0

Art Code K.1.S.109.00161

Optional

88

Backpack & lance
All of the weight is
centered and lifted from
the middle, and allows you
free movement, less strain
and better visibility of your
target areas.

* to be ordered separately

Fast on the job
Working with the telescopic
pole in combination with
the i-suit, allows you to
work three times as fast.
No more carrying and
constantly replacing a
ladder to reach the spots
you want to clean.

i-suit glasses
We created glasses that
borrow the elements of
belay glasses: the first
product for safety and
security. This allows you
to concentrate, and have a
great overall vision of your
work area.

High-pressure washers*
Easily clean stained walls
& windows with a highpressure washer with this
accessory to your i-suit
lance. Use our rubber
sleeves to fit in different
pole sizes ranging from
Ø 27, Ø 32 and Ø 38 mm.

i-suit pulley
We created the pulley for
extra comfort, to help divide the lifting weight
of the washer.

#3D Walls & Ceilings
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Technical specifications
Weight of product

9.4 kg

Size suit (l x w x h)

125 x 80 x 45 cm

Weight with telescopic lance

3.7 kg

Weight without telescopic lance

0,7 kg

Accessoires

Glasses (to be ordered seperately)

i-wash
Working many hours cleaning windows with water
fed poles can put a tremendous strain on your body.
Working with the right material can make a huge
90

difference for your health, as well as help you to work
more efficient and safer. Meet i-wash, a family of
lightweight carbon water fed poles and accessories
designed to be the perfect fit for professional window
cleaners. i-wash is the most advanced pole system
available on the market. It’s user-friendly, very efficient
and versatile due to its click-on click-off system.
i-wash is a plug and play system, it comes fully
assembled so you are ready to go.

User-friendly,
efficient & versatile

faster

cleaner

Cleaner
The i-wash goes beyond just window cleaning
and can be used to get your window frames,
sills and facades back to an immaculate
greener
safer
better
condition. But also hard to reach glass
rooflights, Velux windows and solar panels
is child’s play for the i-wash.
Greener
The special designed brushes and nozzles in
the toolbox reduce water consumption by 20%.

faster

faster

cleaner

faster

cleaner

greener

cleaner

greener

safer

greener

safer

better

safer

better

Safer
Clean windows up to 18,5 meters with the
operator’s feet planted safely on the ground.
Enjoy
increased safety for you or your staff.
better
Better for everyone
i-wash gives cleaners full control. Working
with the right material can make a difference.
It helps to work more efficient, is user-friendly,
and versatile. Depending on type of job, there
are different poles for your situation.

#3D Walls & Ceilings

faster

Faster
Using i-wash in combination with i-suit allows
you to work 20% faster on bigger jobs without
the
struggle greener
on your body.
It reducesbetter
the
cleaner
safer
workload and physical strain by 50%. Also the
efficient quick release system makes sure that
brushes and accessories can be exchanged
quickly to save precious time on the job.
The hi-tech smart clamps allow to easily
extend or collapse the pole in just seconds.
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i-suit available
in two versions
for the i-wash and
the Power Wash
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Modular Extensions
The i-wash is a telescopic
and modular concept.
You can add or remove
extensions from the pole
to meet your needs. The
handle diameter remains
the same regardless of the
amount of extensions used.
All parts have endcaps to
protect the carbon fiber
from damaging, making
them extra durable.

Smart clamps
The hi-tech smart clamps
prevent spinning levers and
are designed to operate
easily & reliably throughout
the pole’s entire life. The
clamps allow you to easily
extend or collapse the pole
in just seconds.

i-suit
Using i-wash in combination with i-suit allows you
to work 20% faster on bigger jobs without the struggle on your body. Reducing
the workload and physical
strain by 50%.

Quick release system
i-wash has a quick release
system so you can exchange
brushes and accessories
quickly and save precious
time on the job.

Hose management
The hose is led through
the inside of the pole so
you will never get tangled
up. Removing the hose to
change a brush is done in
seconds. Pull out the red
locking clip, push the black
collar towards the T-piece,
hold it whilst pulling out the
hose and off you go.

i-wash Basic Reach

Power Wash

Extend

i-wash Basic Reach

The rigid and very light extendable
carbon poles will make sure you will
have the right length for every job,
will let you work effectively, and
save time. Extension Part 1 has 3
poles and gives an extra height of
4.10 m. Extension Part 2 gives you
1.80 m extra per pole. The maximum working height you can reach
with all extensions is 18.5 m.

The i-wash Basic Reach is a
perfect entry level pole to get
started quickly

The best balanced pressure-fed
pole on the market.

Safety
With a reach of up to 18,5 meters
operators can clean windows with
both feet on the ground.

Material
High Modulus 3K carbon fiber

Rigidity
The Pro Reach is the most robust
shorter pole on the market with
great rigidity even when used with
extensions up to 18.5 meters.

Ground level work
With a working height of 9.5
meters the i-wash Basic Reach
is the perfect pole for ground
level work.

Extension
The Basic Reach has 6 pole lengths
starting from 1.57 m to an extended
length of 8.05 m.

Working height
Maximum working height is 8 meter.
Working with extreme temperatures
The Power Wash can handle
temperatures from -10°C to 100°C.

Easy to use
Power Wash comes fully assembled,
just add the nozzle to the tip.

Work ergonomically
In combination with the high
pressure tube add-on of the i-suit
you are able to work ergonomically
and improve your work performance.
The add-on will also keep the
Power Wash balanced.

#3D Walls & Ceilings

i-wash Pro Reach
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Toolbox for every job
A well-equipped toolbox is
essential for completing different
window cleaning jobs. i-wash has
a solution available for every job,
all combined in one handy toolbox.
The contents of toolbox include
accessories, brushes, goosenecks,
extenders, swivel movement, spray
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systems, and spare parts.

Technical specifications

year

i-wash Basic Reach
6 parts (1 to 6)		

i-wash Pro Reach
Parts (1 to 6)

Power Wash

Material

65% Carbon Fibre

100% Carbon Fibre

65% Carbon Fibre

Working Reach

9.5 m		

9.5 m

8m

Extended length

8.1 m		

8.1 m

6,5 m

Closed Length

1.57 m		

1.57 m

1.80 m

Weight

1800 g		

1690 g

4110 g

Handle Diameter

37 mm		

37 mm

37 mm

Telescopic extension

-		
Parts 7 to 9
		
Pole length 4.10 m.
		
Working height up to 13.5 m
		
Part 10
		
Pole length 1.80m.
		
Working height up to 18.5m

Extras

Comes complete with FREE 26cm medium soft brush,
Quick-Lock Gooseneck, ‘All Season’ Pole Hose &
Connector.

-

#3D Walls & Ceilings
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I-TEAM PORTFOLIO
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Concepts

Why is the i-land concept a new one? Why is it different
from anything else? Because it combines manual
cleaning and mechanical cleaning for the very first time.
An all-in-one solution, which makes sure you don’t have
to run back towards your cabinet for supplies, and have
everything you need in one accessible and convenient cart.

Mechanical

#1D Floors #2D Surfaces #3D Walls #4D Air

Connecting
mechanical & manual
cleaning with i-land®

Manual
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i-land® S Pro
i-land® L Pro
i-land® Drive

Simply buy
your own island.

i-lan

faster

faster

faster

faster

cleaner

i-land® XXL Pro

cleaner

greener

cleaner

greener

safer

cleaner

greener

safer

better

Cleaner
The handy coloured lids of the buckets
aid in colour-coded cleaning. This
helps
cleanerssafer
find the right
chemicals,
greener
better
tools and cloths for the task at hand
without the risk of cross contamination.
Greener
i-land is made of very durable PE
rotational material and is corrosion
resistant.
Save
energy by using the
safer
better
i-light instead of turning on the light of
the premises when cleaning after dark.
Safer
There is no need for heavy lifting of
supplies anymore, reducing potential
physical
injuries.
better
...and better for everyone
It simplifies the process of cleaning,
whilst increasing the level of joy while
cleaning. There is no need to run back
to your cabinet for supplies. Our all
in one solution makes sure you have
everything you need in one accessible
and convenient cart.

#1D Floors #2D Surfaces #3D Walls #4D Air

nd® XL

faster

Faster
Using i-land makes the process of
cleaning more efficient. There is no
more
unproductive
traveling
time better
cleaner
greener
safer
because all the supplies you need are
available in your cleaning island.
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i-land® S Pro
Transport all your cleaning products & equipment on
100

one cart, so you can service multiple areas without
having to go back and replenish. You can store your
i-mop, extra tanks, battery charger, microfibre and
more on this flexible & sturdy cart. Expand your
horizons. Now you can easily move your equipment
around difficult and obstructed areas such as bungalow
parks, hotel floors, festival grounds, uneven surfaces,
rocky terrain and any small confined location.

#1D Floors #2D Surfaces #3D Walls #4D Air
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Travel light.

102

Multiple
cleaning tasks
Load up your i-mop,
microfibre clothes & mops,
chemicals, tanks and
batteries on this i-land S.

Choose your wheels
We have two different
types of wheels you can
choose from: air-filled or
solid tires. The air-filled
tires can be used outside
or on uneven surfaces.
The solid tires are great
on flat surfaces and you’ll
have no risk of punctures.

Reduce travel time
By consolidating all your
cleaning tools on the
i-land, you reduce traveling
time back-and-forth to
the storage.

Add a garbage/linen bag
Order longer handles and
add a garbage or linen
bag.

Extended load-on dock
Add an extended load-on
dock and attach an i-mop
with ease. The extension
has an extra set of wheels
which makes it easy to
transport and you don’t
need to tip your i-land S
to load your i-mop.
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Technical specifications
i-land S Pro (solid tire version)
Weight

26.50 kg

Size body (l x w x h)

58 x 60.5 x 118 cm

Tire size

23.8 cm Ø

Material

rubber & PP plastic

103

i-land S Pro (air tire version)
Weight

27.00 kg

Size body (l x w x h)

66 x 60.5 x118 cm

Tire size

25.4 cm Ø

Material

Rubber & steel

Equipment slots (both versions)

1 slot for either the i-power battery
charger or i-light*
1 i-mop*
2 i-mop solution tanks*
2 i-mop recovery tanks*
2 mop handles*
1 basket

*All these items can be ordered separately

#1D Floors #2D Surfaces #3D Walls #4D Air
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i-land®
L/XL/XXL
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Our goal is to simplify the entire cleaning process and
increase your level of joy while you clean. So for long
days, huge buildings and on-site projects, you are
going to need a work station that holds all of your
equipment. That’s why we created the i-land. An
all-in-one solution, which makes sure you have
everything you need in one accessible and convenient
supporter. No more unproductive traveling time!

Save
15 minutes
a day!

PRO
SERIES
WITH
DRAWERS

#1D Floors #2D Surfaces #3D Walls #4D Air

Create
your own
i-land.
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Art code K.1.S.92.0018.390

Art code K.1.S.103.0115.0
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Bucket pre-treatment
Sealed, unbreakable
pre-treatment buckets
with integrated scaling
inside the bucket.

Equipment slots
Store your i-mop chargers
right on your island.
Charge your batteries
on the go, set down your
drink, or power your
i-light directly!

Tablet bracket (optional)
For the modern day
cleaner, we’ve equipped
the i-land with a tablet
bracket to easily install
your iPad or other
electronic device(s).

Doors or drawers
We have developed two
types. The standard i-land
has doors and the i-land
Pro has drawers.

#1D Floors #2D Surfaces #3D Walls #4D Air
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i-land® L Pro

i-land® XL Pro

i-land® XXL Pro

• The i-land Pro has
drawers (standard 		
i-land has doors)

• The i-land XL Pro has 		
drawers (standard i-land 		
XL has doors)
• Can carry one i-mop

• The i-land XXL Pro has 		
drawers (standard i-land 		
XXL has doors)
• Can carry two i-mops

1
year
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Technical specifications
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Weight

52,8 kg

Size body (l x w x h)

140 x 68 x 110 cm

Storage capacity

Top & bottom drawer 51 x 22 x 32 cm

Cable length

1000 cm

Caster size

5” (rubber)

Material

LDPE | Rotomoulded

Equipment slots

2 customizable slots for the
i-power battery charger or i-light*
1 tablet bracket slot*
3 mop handles*
1 i-mop*
2 i-mop solution tanks*
2 i-mop recovery tanks*
3 power sockets
1 spray bottle slot*
1 laundry bag / garbage bag

*All these items can be ordered separately
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Technical specifications

year

i-land XL

i-land XL pro

Weight

65,8 kg

84,2 kg

Size body (l x w x h)

185 x 68 x 110 cm

165 x 68 x 110 cm

Storage capacity

Top: 60 x 60 x 36 cm

Top drawer: 55,5 x 50 x 34 cm

Bottom left: 60 x 39 x 31 cm

Bottom drawer left: 55 x 13,5 x 18 cm

Bottom right: 60 x 13 x 22 cm

Bottom drawer right: 55 x 29,5 x 28,5 cm

Top shelf: 2 x 22,7 Liters

Top drawer: 2 x 22,7 Liters

Bottom shelf: 2 x 13,25 Liters

Bottom drawer: 2 x 13,25 Liters

Cable length

1000 cm

1000 cm

Castor size

5” (rubber)

5” (rubber)

Material

LDPE | Rotomoulded

LDPE | Rotomoulded

Equipment slots

2 customizable slots for the

2 customizable slots for the

i-power battery charger or i-light*

i-power battery charger or i-light*

1 tablet bracket slot*

1 tablet bracket slot*

5 mop handles*

5 mop handles*

1 i-mop*

1 i-mop*

2 i-mop solution tanks*

2 i-mop solution tanks*

2 i-mop recovery tanks*

2 i-mop recovery tanks*

3 powersockets

3 powersockets

1 spray bottle slot*

1 spray bottle slot*

1 laundry bag / garbage bag

1 laundry bag / garbage bag

Bucket capacity

*All these items can be ordered separately
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Technical specifications

year

i-land XXL

i-land XXL pro

Weight

86,7 kg

96,6 kg

Size body (l x w x h)

185 x 68 x 117 cm

185 x 68 x117 cm

Storage capacity

Top shelf: 60 x 60 x 36 cm

Top drawer: 55,5 x 50 x 34 cm

Bottom left shelf: 60 x 39 x 31 cm

Bottom drawer left: 55 x 13,5 x 18 cm

Bottom right shelf: 60 x 13 x 22 cm

Bottom drawer right: 55 x 29,5 x 28,5 cm

Top shelf: 2 x 22,7 Liters

Top drawer: 2 x 22,7 Liters

Bottom shelf: 2 x 13,25 Liters

Bottom drawer: 2 x 13,25 Liters

Cable length

1000 cm

1000 cm

Castor size

5” (rubber)

5” (rubber)

Material

LDPE | Rotomoulded

LDPE | Rotomoulded

Equipment slots

2 customizable slots for the

2 customizable slots for the

i-power battery charger or i-light*

i-power battery charger or i-light*

1 tablet bracket slot*

1 tablet bracket slot*

5 mop handles*

5 mop handles*

1 i-mop*

2 i-mop*

2 i-mop solution tanks*

2 i-mop solution tanks*

2 i-mop recovery tanks*

2 i-mop recovery tanks*

3 powersockets

3 powersockets

1 spray bottle slot*

1 spray bottle slot*

1 laundry bag / garbage bag

1 laundry bag / garbage bag

Bucket Capacity

*All these items can be ordered separately
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i-light®
Charged with i-power 7, 9 or 14 batteries
you can power your i-light 24/7. The i-light

112

is great for illumination on the job. Fully
equipped with the flexibility of a desk lamp,
with an adjustable head & tripod, and the

i-light L

durability and strength of a construction light.
Don’t spend your hours in the dark,
turn on the i-light!

i-light XL

#1D Floors #2D Surfaces #3D Walls #4D Air
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Brighten
your future.

114

Timer function
Want to set your i-light for
a limited amount of time?
No problem. Just enable
the timer function, set the
hours & minutes, and start
your routine.

i-light fixture
The integrated i-light is
fixed with a heavy element
on the i-land, perfect for
mobile light in dark areas.

“i-light makes life more easy”

i-power
Battery empty? No worries.
You can use i-power 7, 9
or 14 batteries depending
on your needs, and it will
work like a charm, even
with one battery!

Adjustable head & height
With the i-light, you can
adjust the head and the
stance by simply pushing
and pulling the levers at
the tripod.
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Discription

Art code

i-light L

ILL.FCT.0000B

i-light XL

ILXL.FCT.0000D

Technical specifications

year

i-light L

i-light XL

Weight without batteries

5,90 kg

6,61 kg		

Size (l x w x h)

38 x 30 x 21 cm

40 x 30 x 20.5 cm

Light angle

360° radius

360° radius

Light type

LED

LED

Power consumption

LED 15 W

LED 20 W

Light power

1500~1800 lumens

2000~2400 lumens

Power source

i-power 7*

i-power 9*

Battery spec.

14.4 V 6.6 Ah

24V - 8.8 Ah

Running time (one battery)

7 hours (i-power 7)

12 hours (i-power 9)

Running time (two batteries)

-

25 hours (i-power 9)

-

40 hours (i-power 14)

Charger type

Off-board

Off-board

Charger

110-240V, 50/60Hz

110-240V, 50/60Hz

Mounting type

Secure with screws or order a i-land connection and / or tri-pod separately

*B
 attery and charger can be ordered separately.
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I-TEAM PORTFOLIO
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Solutions

i-team portfolio solutions
2D# Furniture (surfaces)

1D# Floors
Axonnite

Biological

Axonnite

Axonnite

Biological

i-protect new Z

i-protect new 3

i-science @floors

i-protect new Z

i-protect new 1.1

i-science @kitchen i-science @WC

3D# Walls & ceiling

Biological

4D# Air

Axonnite

Axonnite

Biological

Photocatalytic

i-protect new 5

i-protect new 1.1

i-science @kitchen i-protect Clean &
Fresh

Photocatalytic

Biological

Biological

i-protect Clean &
Fresh

i-protect
@Eliminator

i-protect @Trap2

Photocatalytic

i-protect Clean &
Fresh

Solutions

Axonnite
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i-protect
The cleaning chemicals used in the cleaning
industry have a widespread impact on the environment. It is estimated that institutional buildings and
commercial premises consume almost 10 billion
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pounds of cleaning products in the US alone every
year. Not only does this have a negative impact on
the earth, the VOC’s also effects the health of the
cleaner. At i-team Global we have made it our
mission to develop cleaning solutions that not only
clean better and faster but they also have to be
green and safe for people and the planet. i-team
Global pursued ways to reduce this impact by
developing a long lasting multi-surface cleaner that
is powered by nature: i-protect

Together
we’ll defeat
the toughest
invaders

faster

faster

faster

faster

cleaner

cleaner

greener

cleaner

greener

safer

cleaner

greener

safer

better

Cleaner
Keeps your surfaces cleaner than
regular cleaner and virtually
bacteria
free 24/7.
It modifies
the
greener
safer
better
surface, repelling new build-up.
Greener
i-power gets its cleaning power from
just water and minerals. No chemicals
or safer
detergents better
are used. Using i-protect
in combination with the i-mop will
purify your air via the exhaust, on top
of that it prevents biofilm in the tank.
Safer
There are no harmful chemicals or
VOC’s in i-protect which is safer for
thebetter
health of the cleaner and reduces
the impact on the earth.
...and better for everyone
Your customers and employees get to
live and work in an environment which
is clean and healthy. i-protect ® enables
the businesses to lead and raise the
industry standards in terms of safety
and cleanliness.

#1D Floors #2D Surfaces #3D Walls #4D Air

faster

Faster
Due to a 70% faster dwell time you
can clean surfaces effortlessly with
i-protect,
even
those hidden
corners.better
cleaner
greener
safer
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powered by aXonnite® Technology
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i-protect new 1.1
Antibacterial surface
protection

i-protect new 3
Water-resistant floor
cleaner

i-protect new 5
Daily cleaner for sanitary
facilities

i-protect new Z
Heavy Duty, non-detergent
multipurpose cleaner

i-protect new Clean & fresh
Window Cleaner & Air
Purifier with Crystal Activ

Ready-to-use product with
high effectiveness and
long-lasting antibacterial
and antifungal protection
for various waterproof
surfaces, including
water-resistant textile.
Due to the accumulative
action of aXonnite®
particles, each use of
the product reinforces the
microbiological safety of
the protected surface.

Low foaming product for
the daily cleaning of
waterproof floors also
protected with polymer
coatings. When used
regularly, the aXonnite®
particles contained in
i-protect ® New 3, ensure
long-lasting effectiveness
of antibacterial and antifungal action on cleaned
surfaces, even between
cleaning cycles.

Product for washroom
daily cleaning. Effectively
removes limestone,
calcium and soap deposits
from sanitary equipment
as well as ceramic tiles.
Safe for chrome and
stainless steel. When used
regularly, aXonnite® ensures
a long-lasting antibacterial
& antifungal effect on
cleaned surfaces, even
between cleaning cycles.

Daily and periodic multipurpose cleaner with the
power of a sanitizer.
Perfectly removes all kinds
of dirt - especially of organic
origin - and effectively
dissolves oils and fats. Due
to aXonnite® Technology,
i-protect ® new Z has a high
antibacterial and antifungal
effect, even between
cleaning cycles.

i-protect® new Clean &
Fresh is an environmentally
friendly window cleaner
that also purifies the air of
odors and harmful pollutants.
Spray onto any surface
that gets direct light.
i-protect ® new Clean and
Fresh uses the power of
light to transform those
surfaces into odor-eliminating air purifiers.

i-protect new Z

i-protect new 1.1
Dosage

ready to use,
do not dilute

Dosage

Manual 1:10, i-mop 1:50, Spraybottle
ready to use

Cleaning frequency

daily or periodic

Cleaning frequency

QSR daily, others periodic/once a week

Ph

7		

pH

concentrate ca. 11,4, solution 1% ca. 10,5

Use in combination with the i-mop

no

Use in combination with the i-mop

No

Available contents

0,5L spray bottle, 1L bottle, 5L canister

Available contents

1L dosing bottle, 5L canister
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i-protect new Clean & Fresh

i-protect new 3
Dosage

manual 1:20 to 1:100, i-mop 1:100 to 1:200

Dosage

Ready to use

Cleaning frequency

daily

Cleaning frequency

Periodic

pH

concentrate ca. 8,5, solution 1% ca. 7,4

pH

pH: ca. 6 - 8,5.

Use in combination with the i-mop

Yes

Use in combination with the i-mop

No

Available contents

1L dosing bottle, 5L canister

Available contents

0,5L spray bottle, 5L canister

i-protect new 5
Dosage

Manual 1:50, Spraybottle ready to use

Cleaning frequency

daily

pH

2		

Use in combination with the i-mop

No

Available contents

1L dosing bottle, 5L canister

#1D Floors #2D Surfaces #3D Walls #4D Air

Technical specifications

i-science®
The ultimate weapon in the war against grease
throughout your kitchen. With i-science, we
dispose of any fat/oil residue from the kitchen
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extraction hood through a enzyme technology
(combined with compressed air), and transform
the elements into water/H2O compartments
and pure oxygen. No more nasty smells, and no
more manual emptying of dirty grease traps!
Since i-science is powered by nature and is
non-chemical based, we recommend that you
use the full range of products to make sure you
don’t damage the i-science enzyme ecosystem.

Ultimate
grease
eliminator.

faster

faster

faster

faster

cleaner

cleaner

greener

cleaner

greener

safer

cleaner

greener

safer

better

Cleaner
i-science has harnessed nature’s
cleaning power in its products.
The initial cleaning action is done by
greener
safer
better
Fermentation Extracts and Green
Surfactants and the microbes
provide the residual cleaning action.
An unique combination that will
ensure long-lasting clean results.
Greener
i-science is ECOLOGO and ECOLABEL
certified. i-science has a biodegradability
of over 90% in 14 days and 99% over
safer
better
28 days.
Safer
There are no harmful chemicals or
VOC’s, EDTA, SLS or SLES in i-science
which
betteris safer for the health of the
cleaner and reduces the impact on the
earth.
….and better for everyone
Powered by nature and non-chemical
based cleaning enables the businesses
to lead and raise the industry standards
in terms of safety and cleanliness.

#1D Floors #2D Surfaces #3D Walls #4D Air

faster

Faster
Fermentation Extracts in i-science
provide immediate cleaning action and
continues to be active even 72 hours
cleaner
greener
safer
better
after application!
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@ Trap2TM
@ Trap2TM is a concentrated
bacterial formulation for
treating your grease trap.
It eliminates odors and
quickly biodegrades fat
accumulations and other
organic residues in grease
traps and any connected
pipes.

@ Floor TM
@ FloorTM is an all surface
and kitchen floor cleaner
and degreaser. It removes
oils, greases and other
grime quickly and thoroughly, leaving a biofilm
that makes them far less
slippery.

@ Kitchen TM
@ KitchenTM is an all
surface cleaner and
degreaser for the food
service industry.

@ MicrofiberTM
@ MicrofiberTM is a laundry
detergent for textile cleaning.
This low temperature
concentrated detergent
removes grease and
regenerates the absorption
capacity of mop heads,
microfiber and other
textiles.

@ EliminatorTM
Ready to use bacterial
formulation that eliminates
unpleasant odors of urine
and feces at the source,
leaving a bacterial flora
that continues to eliminate
odors. Leaves a residual
fragrance.

@ MicrofiberTM

@ Trap2TM
Cleaning frequency

Pour 100 ml per m3 per day

Dosage

4 ml / kg to 6 ml / kg

pH

7		

pH

7		

Available contents

10L canister

Use in combi. with the i-mop NA
Available contents

5L canister

@ FloorTM

@ WCTM
@ WCTM is an all purpose
and all surface cleaner.
Concentrated cleaner with
residual odour control
action.

Cleaning frequency

Daily

@ EliminatorTM

Dosage

manual 1:20 to 1:100,
i-mop 1:100 to 1:200

Dosage

Ready to use

pH

7		

pH

7

Use in combi. with the i-mop NA

Use in combi. with the i-mop Yes
Available contents

5L canister

@ WCTM

@ KitchenTM
Cleaning frequency

Daily

Dosage

Spray bottle 1:100,
Manual 1:200

pH

7		

Use in combi. with the i-mop NA
Available contents

Available contents

5L canister

5L canister

Cleaning frequency

Daily

Dosage

Spraybottle 1 : 100,
Manual 1 : 200

pH

7		

Use in combi. with the i-mop Yes
Available contents

5L canister

#1D Floors #2D Surfaces #3D Walls #4D Air

Technical specifications
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I-TEAM PORTFOLIO
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Intelligence

Data-driven cleaning can act as an enabler
that makes it possible to harness real-time data
to empower cleaning teams and facility
managers to work more efficiently and make
other and better decisions.

Intelligence

Making the
invisible visible

127

i-know
You can scientifically prove how effective
and thorough the i-range products clean,
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by using the i-know kit, containing ATP
tests (Adenosine triphosphate), slip meters
and dirt challenges. The collected data can
help to get more insights in a cleaning
process and provide objective feedback
about the quality of the cleaning results.

Proving
cleanliness.
Now you
know.

faster

faster

faster

faster

cleaner

cleaner

greener

cleaner

greener

safer

cleaner

greener

safer

better

Cleaner
With our i-know kit you can start monitoring
cleanliness. The glossmeter is an indicator of
appearance safer
and cleanliness.
Use the ATP tests
greener
better
from the kit to quickly check if surfaces have been
cleaned thoroughly. By implementing a monitoring
tool, cleaning personnel will perform more
consistently because they know cleanliness will
be measured regularly.
Greener
The dirt challenge helps you prove how little water
the i-mop uses and how much dirt it recovers out
of
the groutsbetter
and floor compared to competitive
safer
machines. The gloss meter creates a high re-flective
gloss level so you need less light energy to create
the same light experience.
Safer
Unsafe slippery floors are often a result of floors
being cleaned. Slips are a big cause of major injuries
and
can cost far more than you think. The slip alert
better
can help you to prevent slip accidents and serious
injuries.
…and better for everyone
With ATP tests, slip meters and dirt challenges
we collect data to get objective feedback about the
quality of the cleaning results. Making future
cleaning operations more efficient and cleaner.

#1D Floors #2D Surfaces #3D Walls #4D Air

faster

Faster
The i-know kit makes the invisible visible by
scientifically proving how effective and thorough the
i-range products
clean.safer
The collected
data helps you
cleaner
greener
better
get more insights in the cleaning process, making
future cleaning operations more efficient.
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A
COMPETITIVE
MACHINE
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The dirt challenge
Challenge your sales team
and the non-believers
with the dirt challenge.
Use the i-mop and a
competitive machine, and
use the measurement cups
to demonstrate how little
water the machine actually
uses and how much dirt it
recovers out of the grouts
and floor.

Be a shining example
Start monitoring floor
conditions and appearance
with the i-know gloss
meter. This device allows
you to have a consistent
result or let’s you monitor
improvements. The cleaner
can now set a quality
standard and stick to it.

Be on the safe side
Unsafe slippery floors are
often a result of floors being
cleaned. Slips are a big
cause of major injuries and
can cost far more than you
might think! The slip alert
can save you time, money
and help you to prevent
slip accidents and serious
injuries.

Let’s break some records
With our i-know kit you can
start monitoring cleanliness.
You can use the ATP tests
from this kit to quickly
check if surfaces have
been cleaned thoroughly.
By implementing a
monitoring tool, cleaning
staff will perform more
consistently because they
know cleanliness will be
measured regularly.

25 i-know swabs

W

TY

1
year
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Technical specifications
ATP meter (K.1.S.113.0046.0)
Carry weight

Approx 260 grams

Size body (l x w x h)

72mm x 191mm x 32mm

Operating temp. range

5 ~ 40˚C		

Relative humidity range

20 ~ 85%, non condensing

Measurement range

0 to 9999 RLUs

Measurement time

15 sec

Measurement noise

+/- 5% or +/- 5RLUs

Programmable result threshold

100 programs

Result memory size

500 tests

Batteries size

AA LR6 or E91

Battery types

Nom. 1.5V Alkeline (non rechargeable)
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Nom 1.2V NiMH or NiCD (rechargeable)
Charger type

Off-board

Battery capacity

Min. 6 months (standby mode at 20˚C)
Min. 500 test (continuous reading)

Gloss meter (K.1.S.113.0047.0)
Carry weight

Approx 350 grams

Size body (l x w x h)

160mm x 75mm x 90mm

Operation temperature

0~40˚C

Humidity

<85% relative humidity

Measuring time

0,5 seconds

Measurement angle

20˚/ 60˚/ 85˚/

Measuring area

20˚: 10x10mm, 60˚:9x15mm, 85˚:5x36mm

i-alert (K.1.S.113.0000.0)
Weight slip alert

5 kg

Size body (l x w x h)

250 x 180 x 70mm

Size ramp

900 x 190 and 250 mm

IKW.I-V.0000C

I-TEAM PORTFOLIO
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Accessories

i-store®
Not enough room for your equipment?
We’ve got you covered. Store your i-range,
i-mop and all of your accessories inside this
handy cabinet. With room for wallchargers,
pads, brushes, two i-mops and more,
the i-store is the perfect utilities closet
in your storage facility.

133

Storage
for all your
i-team
needs
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i-store
Steel storage closet.
Easily built & set up.
Different levels for
brushes, pads and
chargers. Has a built-in
spot for a power outlet.

INOX cabinet
INOX storage closet.
Same levels and space
as the steel storage
closet, but with a more
robust character for a
longer lifespan.

All-in-one
The i-store is the center
of all of your daily needs.
It fits all of your materials,
chargers, brushes, cans
and leaves room for more.

1
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Technical specifications

year

i-store® standard

i-store® Pro

Weight of product

70.5 kg

66 kg

Transport weight

75.51 kg

69.51 kg

Size (l x w x h)

92 x 42 x 210 cm

92 x 42 x 210 cm

Material

Steel

INOX

Closet interior

3 shelves

3 shelves

12 brush holders

12 brush holders

1 squeegee holder

1 squeegee holder

3 power sockets

3 power sockets
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i-flight®
Need to travel with your cleaning equipment,
and don’t want any unnecessary harm done
136

during transport? We learned a thing or two
from musicians, and hereby introduce the
i-flight series. Protect your i-range machines
inside of an aluminum hardware case on the
go, whether it is transported by air, boat, car
or even from building to building. Choose from
different series depending on your wants &
needs. Perfect for the cleaners on the go!
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The sky is the limit.

XL: S.72.0142.18
XXL: S.72.1142.18

XL: S.72.0142.19
XXL: S.72.1142.19
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Aluminum hardware case
Protect your valuable
i-range products inside.
Great for overseas travel
by air & boat. Secure the
position by using the
brakes above the wheels,
and be assured your
equipment is safe.

Built-in cardboard mold
Fit your i-mop inside of the
case with a custom mold
of the machine of your
choice. For easy input and
extraction of the equipment on the go!

Synthetic i-flight Lite
Do you need a more flexible
solution for your organization? Already thought of it.
The optional i-flight lite is
designed for national and
regional travel, and perfect
for car rides from location
to location.

Buckle up for safety
Use the buckles to secure
your i-range equipment
inside of the i-flight Lite
case, and easily snap on/
off to load or unload your
machine.
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Art code
i-flight Lite		

i-flight Pro

XL: S.72.0142.19		

XL: S.72.0142.18

XXL: S.72.1142.19

XXL: S.72.1142.18

i-flight pro

Technical specifications
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year

Lite

Pro

Weight

10.6 kg

29.9 kg

Size of product (lxwxh)

127 x 60 x 38

128 x 61 x 53 (incl. wheels)

CBM

0,29

0,4138

20’ container loading quality

86

60

i-flight Lite

Art. code K.1.72.0221.797

Cleaners on the go
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Carry your i-mop accessoires anywhere &
everywhere in your beautiful bag. Bring your
batteries, brushes and different tanks with you
in our bag. Carry with a shoulder strap or
integrated backpack structure. It reduces the
carry weight of your i-mop XL to 15,6 kg!

Carry on.

i-stand®
141

i-stand Wall
Transport your i-mop easily inside your van
with the i-stand. Easily screw the holder onto
the inside of your vehicle, and click the i-mop
with different tanks right onto it.

Art. code IS.I-V.0000B

i-stand Pro
Rest your i-mop wherever you want with
the i-stand Pro. Place the model in any space
or room, and click the i-mop with different
tanks right onto it.

Art. code IS.I-V.0000A

Our bright
future together
142

The planet is a beautiful place. For living,
breathing and enjoying their lives, people
need water. A human needs 20 litres of
water a day to survive. There are over
7 billion people on the planet. Of which
2,7 billion people suffer from a shortage
of drinking water. i-team Global wants
to help! That’s why we partnered up
with Made Blue.

Water conservation

Donate

Made Blue family

The i-mop was designed to change
the process of cleaning, and has
done so in two ways: creating a
revolutionary device that increases
cleanliness, and also saving water
usage for the user, the company,
and the planet.

By now Made Blue has realized
over 1.5 billion litres of clean water
in developing countries, enough to
serve over one hundred thousand
people every year.

Being a part of i-team, means being
a part of the Made Blue family.
We encourage all of our employees
to tell the story, and inform everyone
about Made Blue.
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Saving water all over the world.

Clean water & charity projects

Join i-team Global

By operating i-mops, your
partners, clients and users lower
the water footprint whilst
contributing positively to the
availability of water in the world.

Made Blue measures the
total water used or saved by
products or services and ensures
that same amount to be made
available elsewhere. Water projects
are implemented by international
charity organisations such as Red
Cross and Amref Flying Doctors.

Innovation & caring about the
environment should go hand in
hand. Join us in making the world
a better place, for now and the
future. For more information,
visit: i-teamglobal.com

